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Abstract. The level of social and economic services for population in the most economically
developed countries exceeds the existing level in Russia several times, and the level of
innovative activity is higher, and the state of private business is more stable. The article
discusses the role of a public-private partnership as an effective mechanism of financing and
incentives of the country’ innovative activity. Special attention is paid to the analysis of the
factors, which influence the development of innovative activity investment system. The result
of the research is the offered prospective forms of public-private partnership for infrastructural
projects, contributing to increasing of investment cash-flows in innovative projects realization,
including those of the building sector as a whole and housing and utilities in particular. In
addition, the work proposed the algorithm of project efficiency estimation, based on publicprivate partnership as a tool of stimulation of the country’s innovative component. Also, the
authors described the decision-making stages about infrastructure project realization in the
public-private partnership form, allowing to study the investment process more in closer detail,
and to determine the level and opportunity of financial risk minimization on each stage of
planning. The novelty of the submitted toolkit is the reflection of the relation sequence between
the state and the business to develop innovative economy. Thus, the relevance has been
substantiated and the main findings, which prove the efficiency of using of public-private
partnership mechanisms in practice have been shaped.

1. Introduction
At present, one of the key and burning problem in the Russian Federation is creation of ways and
mechanisms of the real sector development, its revitalization and rise as the economic growth base.
For the last decades many scientists have allocated innovations as the main factor of economic
development, and also the business resource, creating demand for innovations and their oversupply
[3,4].
Innovation activity of enterprises is explained by the economy regularities, which are distinctive for
the market economy of innovative type development. Implementation of innovations (the set of
activities to create and ascquisite, master and distribute new or improved types of products,
technologies, raw materials, management methods and etc.) by enterprises contributes to profit
maximization, healthy market competition, and also is an important component of sustainable growth
of the national economy.
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2. Role of public-private partnership in the innovative activity development
The aim of this study is theoretical justification of effective interaction between the governmental
agencies and the private business, based on public private partnership principles in the various
industrial projects, aimed to an innovative activity increasing of subjects.
The decisive role in innovative activity efficiency is played by the financing methods [5].
Innovative activity financing is a process of cash provision and application, directed to design,
development and organization of new types of products manufacture, creation and implementation of
new techniques, technologies, services, works, elaboration and introduction of new organizational
forms and methods of management.
An efficienly-functioning financing system of innovative activity is characterized by mobility of
innovation implementation in various industries and spheres, and also by a high level of innovation
potential using of public and private subjects of the innovative sphere[7]. In this way, a financing
system can solve such important tasks as improvement of conditions of innovative projects realization,
innovative potential and resource base development of innovative projects. All these are possible in
favorable external environment creation, which should meet certain requirements.
The determining factors, affecting development of innovative activity investment system are:
- general factors: priority of state interests; market orientation; services regularity; competition;
equality of economy subjects; interdisciplinary communication; international cooperation; science;
involvement, systematization; purposefulness; development continuity; unity of educative, scientific
and productive processes; transparency of operations; “full” state presence in operational activity, and
etc.;
- organizational factors: information cooperation; separation of responsibilities between structural
units; cooperation principles and responsibilities of public executives and employees of private sector;
use of scientifically based methods; structural integrality of an organization; dynamism of
management structure and others [11,13].
Active employment of public-private partnership mechanisms at present is observed almost in all
industries of the national economy. The mechanisms of such partnership are one of the most
prospective form of attracting business to assist in realization of major national and regional programs
[9]. Public-private partnership mechanisms have not been widespread in innovative development
sphere and innovative project realization. Public private partnership scheme application would allow
to increase the potential volume of resources, which are required for the project realization, to
diversify the project risks, to increase a concernment of the subjects in the project’s realization, and, in
the end, to realize it completely successfully.
3. Public-private partnership as an effective mechanism of innovative activity financing
At present, public-private partnership being considered as foundation of innovative activity, as one of
the most important tools the increase of the national innovative system efficiency, what contributes to
investment stimulation, optimal use of material, technical, personnel and financing resources [18].
Such partnership is an institutional and organizational alliance between the state and private investors,
created for socially significant projects and programs in wide range of industries, where resources,
advantages and opportunities of every project participant mutually complement each other [6]. It is
achieved by risk diversification and responsibility distribution between them according to financing
provision of innovative project by each party. Such tool allows to shorten every stage of innovative
project life cycle noticeably and complete it faster.
This kind of partnership allows to separate functions of innovative project participants according to
the main aim of their activities, in other words, the state solves the problems of social and economic
development, and the private business increases efficiency of productive and economic activity [1, 2].
Wherein the state’s risks are reduced by distribution them between the private partner and the power,
and also interaction of local government with business representatives is strengthened, new forms and
mechanisms of activity appear, increase of private investment volume in innovative business projects
including socially significant is stimulated ones [19,20].
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In general, according to its content, partnership of the state and the business sector could be
determined as a legal mechanism of interests’ reconciliation and provision of the state and the business
equality within the framework of the economic project realization, which are aimed at public
administration goals [15]. Speaking about public private partnership in the innovative project
realization, it is also a mechanism, which coordinates the interests of the power and the private
business within the framework of innovation creation and development project, the main aim of which
is a development of production and economic activity of the subject, industry or region, that affects
favorably economy development of country as whole. That is, there are not only the governmental
goals as a participant of project achieved, but also the business representatives’ goals, which are
naturally different. Private sector goals are not measured only by the volume of one-time profit, what
can be achievedt when a usual state order is performed, but by fundamental indicators of investment
activity. It should be noted that the applied forms of public-private partnership in one area or another
depend on open the state is for direct investment, and as far as the state’s readiness to transfer assets
(for example, land, infrastructure) to investors or national companies.
3.1. Perspective forms of public-private partnership for infrastructural projects
An infrastructural project in the Russia Federation can be realized in two ways, which are
schematically depicted on figure 1. The main distinguishing feature of public-private partnership (that
can be applied in the forms of a life cycle contract and concession agreement) from a traditional
governmental order is obligatory financing of the object creation by the private partner, wherein the
public partner has the right to compensate part of the costs of the agreement object creation, and also
to carry out full or partial cost financing, arising when the agreement object is put into operation
and/or maintenance [8].

Figure 1. The way of the infrastructural project realization.
The important advantage of public-private partnership is participation of private partners on the
operation stage of infrastructural objects, when the investment return is perfomed [8]. With this
approach the private investor is interested in high quality of the construction object, in achievement if
adjusted operational indicators, and in reducing of the operating costs level. It encourages him to use
latest science and technology breakthrough in design and construction of object for achievement of his
maximum economy efficiency.
Modern and prospective forms of public-private partnership (life cycle contract or concession
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agreement) mean long-term investment refunding up to 50 years, what requires current technologies to
increase economy efficiency. In connection with it, it is necessary to proceed a feasibility study and
forecast investment return, and also to implement the latest science and technology breakthroughs
when it is necessary on the planning stage of the infrastructural project. It leads to appropriate
estimation of a project innovativeness in two stages – figure 2.
The first stage includes quality assessments of proposed project of public-private partnership. On
this stage the base information about the project and the program of its realization is formed. The
composition of an information base contains the following main elements:
1.The description of the problems that should be solved in the result of public-private partnership
realization.
2.The information about the partnership object with indication of its main characteristics.
3.The projected aims and results of public-private partnership, and also ways to achieve them.
4.The information about the participants of public-private partnership, their basic rights and
responsibilities, interaction order.
5.The forms of the specified partnership realization.
6.The estimation of the preliminary economy efficiency of partnership for private sector.

Figure 2. The decision making algorithm about realization of innovative infrastructural project with
public-private partnership form.
The second stage includes the design of technical and economic justification of the innovative
project, which should convincingly show that the proposed project is more attractive for investor in
contradistinction to the project of public sector.
Wherein the following factors should be taken into account:
1.Specific results, which are planned to achieve with realization of this project, must be known and
agreed with interested participants, and they also must be exactly determined and fitted for measuring
and monitoring;
2.Technological and other corresponding aspects are fairly stable, that is the contract does not have
to be constantly adopted to changing environmental conditions;
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3.Private sector has potentially better ability or skills, than government sector for innovative project
realization and providing necessary services;
4.High level of competition is expect when bids are submissioned for realization of public-private
partnership project.
In this way, the quality indicators include: involvement of private investors, strategic importance of
the project, presence of positive social effects, impossibility of project realization without
governmental support, experts’ positive conclusion.
The novelty of the presented decision making algorithm compared to the previously studied is the
fact that the authors systemized positive and negative factors influencing efficient development of
public-private partnership in the modern conditions of innovative economic development.
4. Conclusion
Development of the optimal algorithm of efficient implementation of public-private partnership tools
is one of the most important conditions of successful innovative project realization and the key factor,
influencing indicators of economic, budgetary and financing efficiency, financial yield, project credit
rating and others.
Thus, analysis of essence of public-private partnership in this research led to the conclusion that its
main part is a contract between the state and investors, with the obligatory condition a mutually
beneficial cooperation (win-win solution). Such partnership plays an important role in attracting
competition of private sector to legal monopoly in infrastructural development and services provision
and also in merge of resources of both partners in order to meet governmental needs more effectively.
The set goals in the modern world can be achieved only with a certain level of innovative activity of
partnership subjects. Long – term nature of investment return in public-private partnership is makes
the projects’ participants estimate their expected benefit in detail and employ modern scientific and
technical achievements when the project is designed.
It is also important to note, according to the authors’ opinion, the main condition of the efficient
development of modern innovative economy is its competitiveness, what also can be achieved by wide
application of the public-private partnership mechanisms, and in this way, it must be considered as a
complex social and economic phenomenon.
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